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As co-heirs of Christ and sons of
God it is our destiny to be involved
in the government of the kingdom.
The whole court system of heaven is
part of that government. God has
established these courts so that the
kingdom will function. All earthly
governments are in a sense
patterned after the heavenly one.
They all carry judicial authority, very
similar to the kingdom of heaven.
These courts are the basic pattern
of how heavenly government works and how we legislate so that that authority is
released onto the earth.
We need to understand the whole judicial system of heaven, how to use it and how
to be involved in it, otherwise we will not be able to fully function in those
governmental roles that we are to fulfil.
In this article we will look at a brief overview of the whole court system. In another
article (Court system part 2) we will have a more detailed look at one of the courts,
which is the court of accusation or mobile court.
There are, for example, seven different court systems in the United Kingdom: Family
court, Magistrates court, County court, Crown court, High court, Appeal court, House
of Lords. Any other nation will have various court systems of their own.
In heaven we have a court of accusation or divorce court, law courts, a court for
judicial mandates, for financial mandates etc. Paul got documents from the
Sanhedrin, which was an earthly court that gave him authorisation to go and
persecute Christians. Likewise you can go and get mandates in the heavenly courts
to give you authorisation to do things, obviously not negative things but positive
ones.
The mobile court of accusation is the only court with a judge, a jury, an advocate etc.
There you deal with legal judicial issues.
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All the other courts are more councils or assemblies and deal with kingdom
administrative government. They are administrative places of authority; all function
differently and look different from each other.
The difference between the mobile court and the others is important to know
because you deal differently with that kind of court where you have a judge, an
advocate etc., than with chancellors or a council.
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Earth

The heavenly courts are located in the different dimensions of heaven. Those
dimensions are: first of all the ‘kingdom of God’, then the ‘kingdom of heaven’, next
the dimension called ‘heaven’ and then ‘heaven of heavens’.
The cherubim and the fiery sword prevent access to anything beyond the kingdom of
God where the pathway leads to the eternal tree of life and the eternal way. There is
no access there for anything or anyone beside those who are born again and the
angelic who did not fall.
All of heaven is patterned after the tabernacle, so the realms of heaven are outer
court, inner court, and holy of holies.
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The kingdom of God realm is where the mountains which represent our spheres of
authority are located. There are also battles to be fought and won regarding the
everlasting doors.
In terms of the court system it is the place of the mobile court, the court of war and
the court of angels.
In the court of war or strategy you can present a mandate which has already been
authorised to get wisdom or insight for the outworking of that mandate.
With a mandate that has been authorised we can then go to the court of angels to
look for those angels for whom this mandate is part of their mission. Then the angels
get released on that assignment.
There are probably angels attached to certain scrolls, missions, assignments that we
need to go and find. So in that court we are looking for the angels that are ascribed
to our assignment.
The next realm is the kingdom of heaven where you have the court of chancellors
and the court of scribes.
In that realm are also other things like the table of bread, the altar of incense, the
menorah etc. The altar of incense is the place where we present ourselves as living
sacrifices.
Wisdom`s heights is the top of the kingdom of heaven.
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The court of chancellors.
When you are given a higher level of governmental authority, you can take your
mandates and scrolls to the chancellors’ court. It is a place where administrative
protocols and judicial papers get authorised and sealed.
The court of scribes is where you take your sealed and authorised mandates to get
them written into the records or the statutes.
The scribes record everything that happens everywhere, even the scroll of your life is
recorded there.
We do have access to go into that record room and see the recorded scrolls for our
spheres of government.
In the dimension ‘heaven’ are Zion, the mountain of God, the throne of God, the
judgment seat of Christ, the tree of life, and the garden of God.
There we also find the mercy seat and the holy of holies as well as three further
courts.
The court of kings. When you are given kingship you get an orb, and you begin to
get authority to learn how to legislate. In this court you can decree laws, make new
laws as well as get legislation that already exists, so that you can start to
administrate it.
The court of the council of the fathers is a place for very high level tasks. I personally
was only allowed to enter it after I got my chancellor’s seal.
The last court in that dimension is the court of the upright (the men in white linen or
the cloud of witnesses).
It is a court you can go to meet with the men in white linen or the cloud of witnesses.
You can present scrolls or a blueprint with legislation. They are very keen to be
involved in areas that are representative of their mandates and they want to give us
insight and experience and help us in our journey.
The highest courts are in the dimension ‘heaven of heavens’. The highest one of all
is the court of the Lord or the Ya`Sod of God. It is a place where the destiny scroll
agreements are made which are later revealed to our spirits.
Many other things are happening here, but so far we only have limited experience in
this place.
Then there is the Galactic Council, or court of seventy.
This court is the highest court that we can and should operate in. Most of those
operating there at the moment are not from this generation because we have not
been mature enough to access it.
Very high level decision making is taking place here, leading to the fact/possibility of
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us administrating worldwide governmental matters.
The last one is the court of the judges where high level judicial decrees are made,
sometimes taking the verdicts that have been given at the court of seventy and
implementing them.
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